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Preface

Among the many spurious arguments used by modern antiSemitism,
that of Jewish parasitism and unwillingness to work has probably been
the most widely disseminated and the most dangerous. The concentra
tion of Jews in commerce, banking and the free professions, and their
virtual absence (outside of Israel) from agriculture, mining and heavy
industry, tended to lend credibility to the charge that the Jews avoided
productive labor. Even Jews were sometimes inclined to believe this
unfounded accusation.
The truth of the matter, as students of Jewish history and sociology
have long known, is that Judaism, so far from frowning on manual work,
encourages it, not only as a necessary meansof earning one's livelihood
but as a moral value in its own right. In premedieval Europe, Jews were
well represented in agriculture as well as in many branches ofindustry. It
was Christian intolerance that effectively excluded the Jews from feudal
agriculture and the guilddominated craft trades. Driven to commerce
and banking, Jews excelled and prospered because they had to excel and
prosper in order to survive. The "miracle"of Jewish survival  albeit in
a sadly decimated state  after 1,500 yearsof almost incessant discrim
ination and persecution was due to the vital economic functions per
formed by the Jews. Atthe time when the Dark Ages were at their
darkest, and Europe5s economy had sunk to the levelof village autarky,
adventurous Jewish merchants the socalled Radanites  pioneered
international commerce, extending from France and Spain to India and
China.
Driven from these proiftable operations by the superior competition of
the commercial republicsof Italy and the Hanseatic League in Germany,
the Jews employed their accumulated capital in banking  which is
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what Jewish "usury" really was. The rise of royal power in Western
Europe, a necessary beneifcial development favoring the creationof the
modern national state, can be directly traced to the heavy contributions
levied on the Jews for the royal exchequer.
The wealth that Jewish merchants and bankers created for Europe 
though kings and emperors squandered much of it on fratricidal and
foreign wars, on Crusades and luxurious ediifces  was nevertheless the
economic basis of Europe's recovery from the Dark Ages and of the
magniifcent Renaissance which began in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries.
Much has been wirtten about the Jewish contribution to modern
capitalism,1 and while it must be admitted that there has been some
exaggerationof the Jewish role in the riseof capitalism  the impover
ished Jews of sixteenth and seventeenth century Europe lacked the
capital for the decisive role attirbuted to them  the Jews did play their
part, and played it well. A few ifnancial geniuses, in the eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuires, rose from obscuirty to dominate the money
markets of Europe. But even the Rothschilds, at the height of their
power, were able to function in the way they didonly because their
activities were wholesome and essential. Their wise employment of
capital was just as necessary for the unprecedented expansion of nine
teenth century trade and industry as the labor of entrepreneurs, scien
tists, engineers and skilled workmen.
If this study emphasizes the roleof manual work in Jewish history, it is
thus by no means an essay in apologetics, as if to say, "The Jews are not
quite so bad as they are made out to be. They have not always been shady
traders, usurers and slum landlords. When they lived under normal
political and economic conditions or were given a chance by friendly
rulers, they also engaged in agirculture, crafts and all kinds of manual
labor". This was, indeed, the common approach fostered by the infeir
oirty complex of the newly liberated ghetto Jew in the early years of
Jewish emancipation. German and Austiran Jews were particularly
adept at this kind of indirect selflfagellation, continuing in this vein
down to the Hitler peirod. Granted that the Jewish economic structure
was lopsided and unhealthy, there were no grounds for Jews chiding
1

Cf., in particular, Werner Sombart, The Jews and Modern Capitalism (Eng.
translation, Glencoe, 111., 1951).
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themselves for histoirc developments for which they were manifestly not
responsible. Whatever the faults of individual Jews, as a group the Jews
have always played a beneifcial role in society, irrespective of their
economic activities and occupations.
What, then, is the purpose of this study, if we refuse to make excuses
for Jewish preponderance in other spheres? It is, brielfy stated, to
correct widespread misconceptions concerning Jewish economic activi
ties throughout history; to demonstrate Jewish participation in every
facet of economic life open to them; and above all, to emphasize the
moral signiifcance attached to labor in biblical and rabbinic literature
alike.
In this century, indeed, pioneersof the Israeli labor movement  such
as A.D. Gordon, Berl Katzenelson, David BenGurion and many others
 created what has irghtly been called a "Religion ofLabor", not simply
because they hated and despised Jewish "hucksteirng" and petty trading
in the Diaspora, but because they were inspired idealists who correctly
realized that without a vast Jewish labor movement the Zionist dream
would remain just that  a dream. They and thousands like them 
students, engineers, and intellectuals of every hue  sacriifced promis
ing careers in the Diaspora and went to a desert called Palestine to
reclaim by their labor the eroded soil of the mountains and malaira
infested swamps for the Jewish people. It was their sweat and blood,
freely given to their nation, that created the stateof Israel. In the entire
history of mankind, there is no parallel to such heroism shouldered not
by individuals but by an entire movement. Without the inspiration
derived from the ethical sources of the Jewish faith, it is very doubtful
whether the Halutzim, the pioneers who braved all obstacles to rebuild
their country and their people, would have found the moral stamina that
sustained them against incredible odds.
This study is an attempt to lay bare and analyze these valuable sources,
scattered as they are in the vast sea of biblical and rabbinic literature.
While every attempt has been made to follow stirct scholarly cirteira in
evaluating the source mateiral, a workof this type should not be designed
for the exclusive use of histoirans and theologians. It is to be hoped that
the presentationof the mateiral in a readable as well as scholarly manner,
will make it suitable for interesting reading by intelligent laymen whose
standards are sometimes no less exacting than those of professional
students of religion or history.
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It is in line with this aim that, with some exceptions, no attempt has
been made to descirbe the technical details of the production of raw
mateirals and manufactured articles in ancient Israel. Not only would
such descirptions greatly have expanded the scope and sizeof this book,
but they would have been of little interest to nonspecialist general
readers who rarely wish to immerse themselves in detailed portrayals of
ancient tools and manufactuirng processes.
Finally, it is my pleasure to acknowledge with gratitude the assistance
generously provided by all those who have helped to make the wirting
and publicationof this work possible. First and foremost, I am indebted
to Mr. Leon Lerner, formerly director of the Baltimore branch of the
B'nai BJirth Vocational Service, who oirginally commissioned me to
wirte a pamphlet on the Jewish attitude to labor and craft education. It
was this pamphlet, intended pirmairly for a lecture at an interdenomi
national conference in New Orleans, that provided the impetus for
additional research in this vast but relatively neglected area of Jewish
social and economic history in ancient times. Mr. Lerner encouraged me
to continue this research, and he generously provided all the necessary
technical assistance.
I would also like to express my thanks to Dr. Louis L. Kaplan, former
President of the Baltimore Hebrew College for his ifnancial support
through his Rebbe5s Fund. Acknowledgements are also due to the
Baltimore Hebrew University Herman and Rosa Lebovitz Cohen Fund,
which provided the resources for the preparationof the ifnal draftof the
book. I am also grateful to Dr. Shmuel Avitzur who read the manuscirpt
for The Magnes Press and made a number of useful suggestions and
corrections. Last, but not least, thanks are due to Mr. Dan Benovici,
director of The Magnes Press, whose ideas and patience have brought
this project to ifnal fruition.
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